We present a sound and complete rule set for determining whether sorting by document order and duplicate removal operations in the query plan of XPath expressions are unnecessary. Additionally we define a deterministic automaton that illustrates how these rules can be translated into an efficient algorithm. This work is an important first step in the understanding and tackling of XPath/XQuery optimization problems that are related to ordering and duplicate removal.
Introduction
The XQuery Formal Semantics [5] provide a full description of both XPath's [2] and XQuery's [3] semantics and an extensive set of rules for the translation of both languages into the XQuery Core language. The semantics of XPath [12] require that the result of an XPath expression (with exception of the sequence operator) is sorted by document order and duplicate-free. In addition, some XPath expressions -for instance, those that contain aggregate functions or element indices -also require that their input is duplicate-free and sorted. As a consequence many of the implementations that are faithful to the XPath semantics, such as Galax [6] , insert an explicit operation for sorting and duplicate elimination after each step. These operations often create bottlenecks in the evaluation of certain XPath expressions on large documents. Therefore many other implementations omit these operations and sacrifice correctness for the sake of efficiency. In many cases however, these time consuming operations are not necessary because (1) after certain steps the result will always be sorted and/or duplicate-free or (2) the context in which this XPath expression occurs does not depend on the ordering or uniqueness of the nodes in the path expression's result.
Proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Data Base Programming Languages (DBPL), Potsdam, Germany, September [6] [7] [8] 2003 The main contributions of this work are:
• A sound and complete set of inference rules that deduce whether an XPath expression that is evaluated by a straightforward implementation, that omits all sorting and duplicate elimination operations, always results in a list of unique nodes that is in document order.
• The illustration of how these rules interact and how they can be used for the definition of an efficient algorithm realised by deterministic automata.
To understand why finding such a rule set is not trivial, consider the following two examples. The relative path expression ancestor::*/foll-sibl::*/ parent::* when evaluated for a single node, always produces an ordered result. However, its subexpression ancestor::*/foll-sibl::* clearly does not have that property. It is quite surprising to see that intermediate results are unordered whereas the final result is ordered.
One might think that the above only occurs after following certain axes.
But this is not the case.
Take, for instance, the path child::*/parent::*/foll-sibl::*/parent::*.
Once again, this result of the expression always is sorted (which we will explain later).
But the subexpression child::*/parent::*/foll-sibl::* sometimes produces a result out of document order.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. After defining some essential concepts in Section 2, Section 3 discusses a set of properties that we need for categorizing XPath expressions and for deducing the two essential properties: order and duplicate-freeness. These rules are defined in Section 4. In Section 5 we present deterministic automata that show the interactions between the rules and illustrate how our approach can be translated into an efficient algorithm. In Section 6, we discuss how our work can be applied to improve the performance of the Galax XQuery engine. Section 7 is about related work and we conclude in Section 8.
We begin with a (simplified) formalization of an XML document.
Definition 2.1 (XML Document
). An XML document is a tuple D = (N, , r, λ, ≺) such that (N, ) is a directed graph that is a tree with root r and giving the parent-child relationship, λ : N → T is a labeling of the nodes and ≺ is a strict total order over N that defines a preorder tree walk over a document tree. The relation + denotes the transitive closure of . The example document in Figure 1 shows the node identities inside the nodes. Their indices are numbered according to the document order and every node has its label near it. Note that we do not consider processing instructions, namespaces, text nodes or attributes here. Next, we define the syntax of the XPath fragment that we will consider.
Definition 2.2 (XPath Expression).
The language of XPath expressions, denoted as P, is defined by the following abstract grammar
where A is the set of all axes defined as follows:
This notation is an extension of the one used in [1] and is primarily used for compactness reasons. The following axis is defined as all nodes that are after the context node according to the document order, excluding any descendants and attributes. The preceding axis is defined analogously. The following-sibling nodes are those siblings of the context node that are after it according to the document order. The preceding-sibling axis selects those that are before the context node.
In XPath, step expressions are of the form axis :: nodetest [predicate] . Our syntax ignores predicates and node tests. For instance, the path expression ↓/↑ actually represents the XPath expression child::*/parent::*.
Also, the self axis is disregarded here, because it represents the identity function and as a consequence preserves all properties of the preceding XPath expression. The grammar does not include the production rule P ::= P/P. This implies that we do not take into account path expressions of the form p 1 /(p 2 /p 3 ). However, our theory can be generalized to include such expressions.
The semantics of an XPath expression p in a document D is denoted by the function
where N is the set of nodes in D and L(N ) the set of all finite lists over N .
In addition to these formal semantics of path expressions, we define a "sloppy" semantics that corresponds to an implementation that does not eliminate duplicates and does not sort by document order after each step in the path expression. The semantics are defined by giving for each path expression p its "sloppy" implementation α(p) in terms of the XQuery core algebra [5] .
The semantics of the implementation α(a) of an axis a is denoted by [[α(a) Figure 1 . The sloppy semantics however, evaluates the very same expression into the list [n 0 , n 4 , n 4 , n 0 ], which is quite different.
The semantics of the sloppy implementation of a path expression p is called the sloppy semantics of p. It is easy to see that the sloppy semantics of p is equal to the formal semantics of p up to sorting and duplicate elimination.
Whenever we talk about the result of an XPath expression, unless specified differently, we refer to the result under the sloppy semantics. 
Path Properties
In this section, we introduce some properties of XPath expressions. These properties will assist us in determining whether the sloppy semantics of a path expression is equal to its formal semantics. In the next section, we define a set of rules for deriving these properties for each path expression.
The two main properties we want to derive for path expressions are
• ord -the order property, which indicates whether for all documents D and nodes
is in document order (possibly with duplicates);
• nodup -the no-duplicates property, which indicates whether for all documents D and nodes
contains no duplicates (but may not be in document order).
In order to derive these properties for all path expressions p we need an additional set of properties:
• This property is a crucial factor for deciding whether the sloppy semantics of an XPath expression can have duplicate nodes. For instance, the path expressions p/↓ + and p/↓ * , do not have the nodup property unless p has the gen property.
• max1 -the max1 property indicates whether for all documents D and nodes n in D the length of
The path expression ↑ clearly has the max1 property and the path expression ↓ does not. For instance in Figure 2 ,
• unrel -the unrelated property indicates whether for all documents D and nodes n in D there are no two different nodes in [[α(p) ]] D (n) that have an ancestor-descendant relationship; i.e., for all two nodes n 1 and n 2 in [[α(p)]] D (n) it holds that n 1 + n 2 and n 2 + n 1 .
For instance, the path expression˙ has the unrel property and ↑ + does not. Note that gen implies unrel but not the other way around.
• ord m -this property of a path expression p indicates whether for all documents D and nodes n in 6 , n 7 , n 8 , n 7 , n 8 , n 8 ], which is clearly not in document order. However, ↓/˙ has the ord 1 property. Note that
• lin m -this property of a path expression p indicates whether for all documents D and nodes n in
We will use lin instead of lin 0 .
The path expression ↑ + has the property lin. Note that for each path expression p that has the lin and the nodup property, p/˙ has the unrel property.
• sib m -this property indicates whether for all documents D and nodes
We will use sib instead of sib 0 .
It is obvious that the expressions˙ and˙ have the sib property. This property plays a crucial role in the completeness proof of Section 5.
Inference Rules
We define a set of inference rules R for the deduction of the nodup and ord properties. The set of these rules is given in Figure 4 . Not all rules are intuitive. We explain a few of them. If a path p has a certain property x, we will express this in the inference rules as p : x.
• The gen property is preserved by ↓, ↑,˙ and˙
This rule states that if a path expression p has the gen property i.e., all the nodes in the result of p have the same distance to the root, then if it is followed by one of the axes ↓, ↑,˙ ,˙ , the entire expression has also the gen property.
• The ord property is preserved by the ↑ axis if the gen property also holds
, then they are clustered since p has the ord property. Surprisingly, the gen property is absolutely required and cannot be replaced by the less restrictive unrel property. For instance, the path expression ↓ + (evaluated from the node n 0 in the document in Figure  3 ) has the ord and unrel property, although
The above also implies that the removal of duplicates in this situation can be achieved very efficiently. Proof. (sketch 1 ) To prove the theorem, we can prove soundness individually for each rule in R.
Decision Procedure
The rules in R allow us to construct a deterministic automaton that decides whether or not the sloppy semantics of a path expression contains duplicates or is out of document order. To indicate that the algorithm can be easily implemented, we consider two separate automata: one for deriving the nodup property (A nodup ) and one for deriving the ord 0 property (A ord ). Both automata accept expressions p that have the ord (nodup) property, in a time that is linear to the length of p; i.e., the number of step expressions in p.
The A ord Automaton
This infinite automaton (see Figure 5) shows five accept states. Each state is labeled with the properties that hold in that state. The three-dot symbols at the right indicate that the automaton has an infinite number of subsequent states with transitions from and to it that are the same as those of the last state before the symbol. The states are labeled with the same properties unless that property has an index. In this case, the index ascends in the subsequent states 2 . Note that the prefix of a path that has the ord property does not necessarily have the ord property itself; i.e., it is possible to return from an unordered state back into an ordered one. 3. We add labels to the old and new states of the automaton that indicate negative properties that hold in those states. Specifically, all the nonaccepting states are labeled with the ¬ord property, or one or more negative properties that imply this.
Note that p : ¬ord does not mean that the result of p is always unordered. Instead it indicates that p does not have the ord property; i.e., the result of p may be unordered, depending on the document and context node for which p is evaluated. The automaton also has states with properties like
• ¬ord ≤n , indicating that for all i ≤ n it holds that the path expression has the ¬ord i property;
(1) 
Figure 4: The inference rules of R for determining the nodup and ord properties for expressions in P.
• ¬ord ≥n , indicating that for all i ≥ n it holds that the path expression has the ¬ord i property;
Next, we define an additional set of rules for the negative properties that justify the new transitions inside the new automaton. The automaton now defines for each state and for each axis a transition to another state. This means that the automaton always ends in a certain state. By proving the additional rules to be sound, we know that all path expressions that lead to a non-accept state, indeed do not have the ord property and that all other expressions do. Thus every path expression that has the ord property is accepted by A ord . Figure 8 shows the result of extending our automaton. Note that in all accepting states, the ord 0 property holds and that in every other state, somehow the negation of this property holds. For instance ¬ord ≤n with n ≥ 0 implies ¬ord 0 . The new transitions and properties are justified by the rules given in Appendix A. If a path expression brings the automaton into a sink state, we now it's result will be unordered, no matter what the remainder of the expression is. For instance, if a path expression begins with ↓ + /↑, then -no matter what step expressions follow -the entire expression will never regain the ord 0 property again.
The A nodup Automaton
This finite automaton (see Figure 6) shows that, unlike the ord property, once the nodup property is lost, it never recurs; i.e., if a path expression has the nodup property, then so will any of its prefixes. 
The infinite A ord automaton that decides the ord property.
Proof. Analogous to proof of Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 5.4.
A nodup is complete for the nodup property.
Proof. (sketch) Analogous to the proof of Theorem 5.2 (see Figure 9 ).
Implementation Strategy
We will use the Galax XQuery engine for evaluating our approach. Galax is one of the first implementations of XQuery and one of a few that implements XQuery's static type system. Galax's architecture is based on the XQuery Formal Semantics, making it an ideal platform for the implementation and evaluation of novel optimizations for XPath and XQuery.
In the previous sections, we have seen that ordering and duplicate elimination directly influence the evaluation efficiency of XPath. Indeed, unnecessary ordering and duplicate removal can cause a tremendous overhead during evaluation, especially when larger XML documents are involved. In the Galax [6] XQuery engine, for instance, this problem sometimes results in an unacceptable evaluation performance.
Our approach has an impact on the evaluation efficiency of most XPath expressions and, since XQuery is based on XPath, XQuery expressions can also profit from it. We can generalize our approach, working on the core expressions where we apply the optimizations on the for-loops into which XPath expressions are mapped.
Using our approach to determine whether a path expression generates duplicate nodes or nodes that are out of document order, we can optimize almost any XQuery Core mapping by eliminating any obsolete distinct-docorder operations. The distinct-docorder operation is a meta-operator that is inserted into the core expression during normalization in order to assure correctness regarding document order and no duplicates [5] .
Take, for instance, the path expression Figure 6 : The A nodup automaton that decides the nodup property. It is important to note that this core expression generates a duplicate-free list that is in document order.
However, the automata show that this expression is equivalent to the following one Note that no sorting options are required in the query, where the original query had no less than six sorting operations. This actually means that the automata show that the sloppy semantics of p is equal to its formal semantics, up to duplicates. Additionally, since we know that the result of the query is in document order, we can remove duplicate nodes in linear time.
As the example shows, it may be useful to split the distinct-docorder operation into two separate instructions (one for sorting and one for eliminating duplicates from an ordered list) for cases where the result is ordered but contains duplicates.
There also seems to be an interesting interaction between this optimization technique and other schemabased optimizations. There are path expressions for which we cannot derive the ord or nodup properties. Nevertheless, when they are rewritten to equivalent expressions based on schema information [7, 10] , it can sometimes become possible to derive these properties.
For example, if we consider the path expression //b/c, then the automata show that its sloppy semantics has nodes out of document order. But if we know from the schema of the source XML document that an element b only occurs nested inside an element a, which is the root then we can substitute //b with /a/b. Since this path contains only child axis, we can avoid an ordering operation. This technique can be used for optimizing path expressions that have any axes in them that do not preserve the gen property.
Related Work
Galax is not the only implementation facing these problems. In an attempt to pipeline step expressions from an XPath expression, [9] proposes a technique that avoids the generation of duplicate nodes in the first place. This is done by translating XPath expressions into a sequence of algebraic operations such that no duplicate nodes are generated, which is very important because the elimination of duplicates is a pipeline breaker. One of the basics of this approach is the rewriting of XPath expressions into step functions that do not generate duplicates. The preparatory rewriting rules used for this approach are inspired by [11] where the setup is to translate paths with reverse axis into equivalent ones, containing only forward axes. This approach is quite similar to the approach described in [8] , where a pre and post numbering of the instance tree is used to avoid the generation of duplicates. However, in contrast with our algorithm, these approaches both have the slight disadvantage that the position and last variables cannot be used in the predicates of XPath expressions.
Conclusion and Future Work
Our approach has focussed primarily on two properties of XPath expressions: order and duplicate-freeness.
We have shown for our XPath fragment, that we can efficiently derive whether a query evaluated by the sloppy implementation α, returns a result in document order and free from duplicates. This knowledge can be used to remove unnecessary ordering or duplicate removal operations from the query plan or to rewrite certain expressions so that neither ordering nor duplicate removal are required, like the schema based optimizations we discussed in section 6.
We will implement our algorithm into the Galax XQuery engine, where unnecessary distinct-docorder operations sometimes cause unacceptable evaluation performance for queries on large documents. The optimizer will be extended with an algorithm that manipulates the abstract syntax tree of XQuery core expressions to remove unnecessary ordering and duplicate removal operations. We expect that our approach will be very helpful in improving the performance of query evaluation however, not all unnecessary ordering or duplicate removal operations are removed. One reason for this is that we fail to take into account possible ordering or duplicate removal operations on a part of a query that influence the entire query. A simple example can illustrate this.
Consider for instance, the query
Suppose that an ordering operation is performed before the last step operator; i.e. after the evaluation of the subexpression ↓ / ↑ / ↓ / ↓. If the result of this subexpression is being explicitly ordered, then the evaluation of the last ↑ axis will also yield an ordered result. This is because the ordering operation brings us back to the last state where the ord property did hold. Since our automaton has no notion of the ordering operation, this information gets lost and unnecessary ordering operations remain in the query execution plan.
In a next step we will extend our approach to detect these unnecessary operations and which will enable us to further optimize XPath evaluation.
A Rules for negative properties Figure 7 shows the ules for the negative properties that are used for justifying the transitions in the extended automata (Figures 8 and 9 ). Proving the soundness for these rules is essential for proving completeness of the rules in R.
(32) B Extended Automata Figure 8 shows the A ord automaton, extended according to the algorithm described in the proof of Theorem 5.2 in Section 5. Figure 9 shows the same extension for the A nodup automaton. 
